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Overview

1. State of the fish stocks

2. Scottish pelagic industry science initiatives

3. Connecting science and the market





Scottish pelagic fishermen, respected providers of 
scientifically credible data that’s used to assess fish stocks, 

monitor changes in the pelagic ecosystem, and support 
management decisions.

Our vision
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Pelagic self-sampling 
programme

Stats: Jun 18- Jan 2021

• 380+ trips

• 900+ hauls

• 97,000+ fish measured



Examples of 
industry 

science inputs 
relevant to 

stock 
assessment

1. Improve cohort structure tracking - Lengths & 
weight profiles of the catch

2. In-year recruitment indicator

3. Monitor changes in biology –

growth, maturation

4. Future fishery models - spatial dynamics of the 
fish & fishery 

5. Indicators of stock and fishery performance –
Surveys (swept and acoustic) and CPUE measures



Fish growing faster but not reaching as big (little ones 
heavier, big ones not so heavy)

Measured L-W

Predicted 
mackerel 
weight

How good/useful is the data?



Herring heavier at all sizes, 
meaning they grow faster 
than predicted by the 
formula used by national 
science institute.

Bottom line: more biomass! 



Collaborative Research Initiatives



Identity of West Coast Herring Stocks



The Fatter the Better? 
Revealing the ecological value of 

industry data on mackerel and herring 
fat content

Susan Kenyon (PhD candidate, Aberdeen University)

Dr Tara Marshall
Dr Steven Mackinson

Martin Pastoors



Mackerel stock abundance and migration



Tag releases

Tag recaptures



Follow the fish
Connecting science and the market

A transparent, quality assured self-sampling 
and research programme

• Used by scientists in stock assessment and 
research

• Used by vessel owners as business intelligence 
for fishing operations

• Used by processors and retailers to tell the story 
from catch to batch

• Demonstrates responsibility of the Scottish 
pelagic industry


